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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LANGUAGE LEARNING STRATEGTES
USED BY PEKANBARU SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDBNTS AND

GENDER FACTORS

Oleh Fakhri Ras.

Abstract: The main objective of this study was to investigate Ianguage-
learning strategies used by students in senior high school at Pekanbaru. ln
addition, this study also examines the relationship between language learning
strategies and gender factors. The respondents of tlre study were 400 Senior
high school students in Pekanbaru. Data were collected by using Strategy
Inventory Language Learning (SILL) by Oxford (1990a). Descriptive and
inferential statistics rvere used to analyze the data; the research findings
revealed that there are significant differences between genders. The
implication of the study is that although students are aware of some language
leanring strategies. they may need to be explicitly tauglrt to use them.
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English instruction in Indonesian context has been in line with
the existence ofthis country. ln the phase of 1945 until 1984 (alnrost
forty years)" the main target of learning English was to understand the
reading passages with a strong support frotn vocabulary items terms and
sentence structure. Grammar translation method (GTM) has dorninated the
teaching approach. Consequently, the teachers and the students
concentrated to the pattern of the sentence (sentence formula) in order to
acknowledge the existing ideas in the written text. In this era" it was really
rare of the students to be able to speak and to in English.

- Then, -in,the-"early ofl,980ls, .-the -English . instmction--was highl_v
evaluated. Brian f'omlinson (1990) surnmarized the Enslish instruction
settins u,as that after six vears oi learning English, most of the learners
could not achieve it for cornmunication. To cope s,ith these huge peunanent
problems, dre national curricultrm team recommended ss,itching the f:ngiish
instructioo from ;lte-communicat-ive actir,'ities to communicative active activities
(\Yilliam Littlervood 1980). In other rvotds, dre stuclents should be able to use
rvhar the1. har.e gor in dre package of rhe Lnowdedge of dre language (lisrening,
reading, strucrure. Iistening. vocabulary) in speaking and rvriting in the
classroom or w'henever possible (Garis-Garis Besar Program Pengajaran
(GBPP)-Teach ing and Learn ing Guideline i 984).
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Dealing r.vith the language learning strategies used b1" the studm-
several recent studies have proved that tlre practices of language latrk
strategies (LLS) have rnade leaming language (including English) nr*e
efficient and produced a positive effect on leanters' language use (se
Wettden & Rubin 1987: O'Malley & Charnot 1990: Chamot & O'Mallq
1994: Oxford 1996; and Clolren l99S). In line witlr it. the right clroice of LLS
leads language learners to improve proficiency or achievement overall u in
specific skill areas (see Wenden and Rubin 1987: Oxtbrd & Crookatl lgtq
O'Malley & Chamot 1990).

In a special study as-the so-called the contract learning strategy (CLS)
is also reported that this strategy also gives a positive effect on the
achievement test fbr tlrose lvho are serious and contmitment to implement it
(see Mashoub Abdul-Sadeq Aly (ncl). The CLS is intentionally to be chosen

by the F'aculty of Education Benha University of Egrpt in order the research

subjects gain a positive attitude torvard English.
ln tenns of choosin-9 the LLS formulated by Oxford (1990).

Abdolmehdi Riazi and Mohamrned Rahirni (2005) have made their research

Iindings. They concluded that nretacognitive strategies sltown in higl,
liequeucy, follorved b1' cognitive, compensation, and affective strategies in
the medium level while memory and social strategies are in the lor.vest Ievel
ruser. For rnore than thirty years fiorn the rnid-1970s, learning strategies have
been very careful defined by several researchers. For instance. some studies
hare been investigated about the use of learning strategies in a second
language in the United States of America (Michael O'Malley and Anna
Chamot and colleagues (O'Malley et. al. 1983, 1985a, 1987. 1989; Chamot &
O'Malley 1986. l9B7: O'Malley and Chamot 1990: Chamot et al. 1999). The
ultimate goals of those stLrdies were to gain comnrunication strategies. The
latest strategies are supported by three kinds learning strategies-qretacognitive
strategies, cognitive. strategies. and socioaffective strategies.

In addition, other irnportant infornration should also be underlined.
Nurnerous research activities have been done dealt rvith the effectivetress of
usirrg fhe Iearning strategies in term of the needs of language coffipetetrce
(Oxford 1990 and H. Douglas Brorvn 2000). The findings were about the
effective of listening skills using rnonitoring. elaborating, and inference
(O'Malley. Charnot and Kupper l98S). Thetr, Anderson (1991) identified
fbr1r,-5.r", different reading strategies. Bacon (1992) revealed that men and

\\'olnerr diff'erentially use the Iistening strategics.
The follou,illg r+€s that several researchers investigated evidences about

the useful of the learners' incorporating strategies into their acquisition
process as the so-called classroom based or tlre textbook embedded training
(strategies-based instruction)(N'lcl)onough 1999: Cohen 1998: Hitt 198: and
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Wenden 1992). Afterwards. the studies about cross-cultural variables rvere
also conducted. The erucial finding was those variables usirt*a the learners to
use the leami,g strategies (oxford 1996, oxford and Anderson 1995). Then,
Lessard-clouston (i997) made clear statements that leanring strategies areinvolved in all leaming except their contents and contexts. is a result. the
learning strategies can be used to approach any subjects incruding ranguage-
English' in the classroorn settings, and otrrer intbnrial leaming environments
(Danserau I9B5: wei,steafn Goetz & Alexander Iggg). Tarori (19g3) based
her definition on the context of the use of communication strategies in w.hich
mutual attempt of two interlocutors agree on a meaning in situations where
requisite meaning structures do not seem to be shared.

Then, she differentiates the communication strategy from production
strateg]" in which one ringuistic system is used efficientiy and crlarry. Thefollowirrg, she also rnakes clear the distrnction between communication
strates/ and learning strateg] by n'hich deveroping linguistic and socio_linguistic competence occurred in the target languu!". cin the other ha,d,Tarone (1987) asceftains tlre irnpossibirity of iepiratinj 

"o**rricationstrategies and learning strategies becarne oi the foilowing"reasons: (a) it isdificult to Ineasure the individual's purposes r.vlrether it is communicatio, orlearning: (b) the purpose rnigfrt be both: and (c) even if the person just rvants
to communicate and not to_learn, learning often occurs uny*uy.

The other concept of learning stratigies is about ttre speclnc action usedby second language (L2) and/or ioreig, ranguage (LF) t"u*"., to contror.
inrprove, enhance own rearning or p.og,.rs in ae-vetopingL2,r.iilrl";.;;;
Ieanri,g easier, fasts. or more enjoyabre (Tamada rlqz: oxrord 1996;Donato & &fcCrrnnick 1994: N-vikos d O^fo,U I99j; O,Malley, Chamot &cohen I990: oxford & crookall I990: wenden & Rubin IggT). Those stared
components airns at enhancing. facilitating or aidi,g own learring. acquiring
and storing, retrieving and using inf,orrnatiin loxfoJ lso6:, Nyikos 1993; and-
Ehrman 1990).

A series of research activities creart w.ith the ranguage reaming
*:uf.gi"_: use,d b,r'good rearuer has bern conducte.d in the ras*t rour decades.The earliest srudy conducted by Rubin in 1975 a,d Stem (rg75). Rubin
co.cluded that good language learner has seven characteristics : (a) willing
11d._ ycurate guesser, (b) having strong drive to communicate, (c) ofteninhibited and rvilling to appear rootisn or-nmking nristakes i; ;;;". to tearn orto conlmunicate, (d) payirrg aftentiors to fornr b,r, rooking for Iinguistics
pafferns and by continua.il5' classitl,ing, analyzittg,"rna ,,rrrth.Iizing linluisticsinfonnatio,, (e) taking advantages oi ail'practi"" opportunities. (0monitoring his or lrer own speech as weil as the speecr, orotir"r, and activerv
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participates even when he or she is not called on to perfonn, and (g) attending
to meaning, not just to surface structure or grammar.

Sirnilarl.v to Rubin's characteristics, Stern ( 1975) lists ten

characteristics of good language leamer that he or slte has : (a) a positire
learning strategJ-. (b) an active approach to the learning task, (c) a tolerant arxl
outgoing approach to the target language and empathy r.vith its speakers- 1dt
technical know-how of how to tackle a language, (e) strategies of
experimentation and planning into an ordered system and of revising this
system progressively. (fl constantly searching of rneaning. (g) willillgness to
practice, (h) self-monitoring to critical sensitivity to language use, and (i)
developing the target language more as a separate reference system and

learning to think in it. "fhen. Naiman, Frohlich, and 'fodesco (1975) created

ollrer six strategies as keys to success: (a) selecting language situations that
a{low one's learning preferences to be used, (b) actively involving oneself in
language learning. (c) seeing language as both a rule system and a

r:omrnunication tool. (d) extending and revising one's understanding of the
language, (e) learning to think in language. and (f) addressing the effective
dernands o1' learning language.

ln the period of eighties, numerous similar studies have also been

conducted. First of all" Bialystok (1981) has set up the varieS of learning
strategies used by the leanrers like cognitive, metacognitive. social, aI'fective,
and compensation strategies. Then. Politzer (1983) determined the
rclationship betrveen the strategies b,v the learners and their larrguage

achievement. In addition, he mentions that a given strateg,"- is not suitable for
all situations, purpose, or people. Besides. he also looks at other factors that
rnight relate to the language achievernent like sex. course level. and

nrethodology-. In the follon,ing years, Politzer and McGroartl' (1985)
investigated the reflection of general intelligence in which good language

learning behaviors n'ray be in the long run, be almost as elusive as good
leaching behaviors. and each of the good behaviors may be difTerently
appropriate for the various types of skills related to the purpose of second

language study.
In addition. T,.-acke and Mendelsohn (1986) figured out that good

leamers are the persons who actively utilize available resources, teaeher, and

classmates. The learners also employ clari{ication, memorization, tnotriloring
and self'-management strategies. On the other hands. the unsuccessful learners

re'jected to self-direct or reformulate earlier rryork. and have lou'self'-esteetrt.
As the leanrers became more advanced, thev tend to discard less productive
strategies and to match the strategy to tlte task.

Dealing rvith the comprehensive sLrggestions about the language

learning strategies used by the learners. Oxford (198q) formr.rlated her six

t
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broad categories: metacognitive. affective, social, memory, cognitive, and
compensation. She includes nrore details elements and examples how good
Ianguage learners can employ these strategies in the language leaming
process. In relation to the degree of proficiency, Ehrman and Oxford (19S9)
found that the language learning strategies may influence the learners'
language proficiency obtained in a second language.

In Indonesian context. Brian Tomlinson (1990i stated that the
communicative approach modified to the strengXhening of the teachers' work
strategies replaces the Grammar Translation Method (GTM). The objective of
replacement is to enable the secondary school students to use English
whatever they have in real life context. This approach has brought significant
change to students' behaviors in the classroorn or out-of the class. Good
students maximized to utilize the class schedule in order to enhance the
knowledge of tlre {anguage and to use it as well. Besides, they also took
opportunities out of the classroom to practice the language. In this
circumstance, the functional practice of English is the priority of learning the
language. In line with it. Huang and Naerssen (1987) stated that the functional
practice was the strategy that distinguished successful Chinese EFL learners
from less successful ones.

Other cfiaracteristics of good language leamers are those wfio are less
anxious. spent more effort, regard the foreign language as less difficult, and
used more language learning strate-eies (Banya & Chang 1997). Then.
Mohammed Amin Embi (2000) noted that goocl learners are those who seek
and take opportunities to use the target lauguage in natural or authentic
situations in and out of the classroom.

{n contrast to tfie strategies of successful leamers, at \east. there are
several studies have been noted. Abdullali Hussein El-Saleh El-Ornari (2002)
stated that less effective students are also familiar with some learning
strategies, -Moreover, they- can. tell .absut .rnental .processes. for f;oreign
language study. Dealing ,i.vith the improvement that should be rnade. several
researchers recommend the necessity of conducting instructional sequences
(Hosenfield et al. 1988; Jones et al. lg87; O'Malley & Chamat n.d.:
Weinstein & Undenvood 1995). The sequences rnight include the steps:
identifoing students' current strategies, assessing their strategy needs,
planning strategy instruction, directing teaching of strategies for different
leaming skills. providing extensive opporhrnities to practice using the
strategies, evaluating strategy use. and helping students transfer strategies to
ne*,tasks {Chamot & Kupper 1989).

In addition. Van and Abralram (1990) explored that unsuccessful
learners have emerged as active strategy users. though they sometimes apply
strategies inappropriately. Then. Cohen & Aphek (1980); Hosenfield (1984)
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tried to improve the leanrers' performance through a training of using the
strategies of more successful peers. Besides. O'Malley. Chamot, Stelvner-
Marzanares. Kupper & Russo (19S5) also run the sirnilar elaborative training
stud5r. The training only results a slight gain irnprovement.

The latest f-rnding is supported by Tvacke (1991). She states the change
might only occur on adult learners at superficial level even thouglr the learners
are given a better study skill or better learnir-rg managetnent. Further. she still
claimed that the training is an frnportant activfg, to carry out to rnake the
learners more aware of their own strengths and weaknesses. Then, the
capability to adapt to new matters is the key for most successful leanrers to
make possible change (Abdullah Hussein El-Saleh El-Omari 2002).

RESEARCH METODOLOGY
The Questionnaire-Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL
Version O)

Nunrerous researchers have used the questionnaire to investigate
language learning strategies (e.g Naiman et al. 1978: Rubin l98l: politzer
1983; Rarnirez 1986: McGoarty 1987. 1988; Oxfbrd 1989: Oxford & Nyikos
1989: Oxfbrd & Burry Stock 1995; Cohen 1996). First of all, Politzer (198i)
has developed the rvork of Naiman et al. (197E) arrd Rubin (1981). Ihen.
nrodified w'ork done by Politzer has been used by Ramirez (19s6) when he
conducts a research on language learnin-q strategies of 150 adolescents
studying French in various setting in Ner,v York schools.

McGoarry* (1987, 1988) also uses questionnaire to exanline the
Iartguage learnitrg stratesies of Arnerican college students of French, German.
Spanisfi and ESL. Oxford & Ny'ikos (lg9q) use the Strareg;r. Invenrory for
[,anguage I-earning (SIt,L) as the main instrument along with other
instrurnents in which 1200 undergraduates take part in. oxford and Burry.
Stock ( 1995) stated that the questionnaire is tlre most efficient and
comprehensive rnethod to assess the frequenc-v of language learning
strategies. The latest statement is supported by Cohen (1996). He mentions
tlrat questioruraire is among the se]Freport data fhaf frequently asks the
learners to describe the way they usually learn and use a language.

ln this study, the "self-report" questionnaire rvas also used. The
questiorrnaire is an important research instrument to be used in lndonesian
context because of the follorving reasons: l. to see rvhether the target
population-Pekanbaru upper secondary school students- is able to report on
their language learning strategies, 2. to see if the questionnaire suits and
supports the purpose ofthe study. and 3. to validate the lndonesian version of
the qLrestionnaire adopted from Oxford ( 1990).
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The adopted questionnaire-as the so-called Shategy [nventory for
Language Leaming (Slll)-contains trryo parts: direo strategies and indirect
strategies. Each of which has three broad strategies. The direct strategies have
memory strategies. cogritive strategies, and compensation strategies. Then,
the indirect strategies have metacognitive strategies, affective strategies, and
social strategies. The memory strategies cover fbur components: creating
mental linkage. applying irrages and sounds, reviewing well, and employing
action. The cognrlive strategies consist of other four components: practicing,
receiving and sending messages, analyzing and reasoning, and creating
structure for in put and output- The compensation strategies include two
compclnents: guessing intelligently and overcoming limitations in speaking
and writing. The metacognitive strategies cover three components: centering
your learning, arranging and planning your learning, and evaluating your
learning. The affecrive strategies consist of other firee components: Iowering
your anxiet-v. encouraging yoursell and taking your emotional temperature.
The social strategies also consist of three components: asking questions,
cooperating with others. and empathizing rvith orhers.

The population of this study is all third students of Pekanbaru Senior
High Schooliupper secondary level. Those students have learned Englislr for
six academic years (three years in lower secondary level and other lhree years
in upper secondary level). The total number of the population are 5.895
students of state general schools. private general schools. state vocational
schools (engineering and entrepreneurship) and private vocational schools
(engineering and entrepreneurship). Tlie population has numerous characters
like social background (gender and ethnics), situational schools, academic
background. and esononric background. * Kicjie and Morgarr (1970) said that
the sample size is purposively taken from each factor and sub-factors. The
questionnaires have been distributed to more than 361 students (400 students)
in orcler to get tlre appropriate number of the sanrple size,

Data collection procedure administering questionnaire-strategy inventory
for language learning (sill-rersion @)

The pernrission letter from supervisors (supen,isor I and supen,isor 2)
and the concerned offices in Riau Province and Pekanbaru Municipality are
very important in carrying otrt this study. The isstred pennission letters are
given to the secondarv school headmasters in order they cooperate with the
reseatclrer in collecting the needed data. The researcher hirnself handles the
distribution and collecfion of the questiorlraires fo and from the subiects in
their schools. The tirne of the distribution has been negotiated with English
teachers so that their classes are uot be disturbed.

79
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Before distributing the questionnaires, the research subjects have been

briefed by the researcher about the purpose and the expected values of the
research. The research subjects have also been told that their responses remain
anonymous and that they should respond as honestl,v- as possible to sltow what
they rnainly do to leam English. Specifically, they have also been told that
there are no right or wrong answers or responses. They have been given an

erample of hor.v to respond to l-5 Likert Scale together rvith questionnaire
rvhich *'as trauslated into Indonesian language to ensure the respondents
tunderstand and avoid wasting time on explaining the meaning of the items.
Then, tlre rcsearclrer remains in tlie classroom to ensure seriousness and attend
any inquiry by the subjects. The school principals and English teachers have
heen invited to accompany the researcher, and if possible, talk to the students
about the importance of doing research and rcsponding honestly.

Interviews lrave been conducted to selected research sub-jects. They are
ten students from five sub-ethnics (Riau Malay, Minangkabau, Java. Batak,
and China). They are assigned to another venue (like school library.
counselor's office, or any other vacant room) soon after the questionnaires
have been collected. Their responses have been completely noted. Before
asking questir:ns. tlre iutervievv'ees were given the background questions to fill
in. l}re questions are sirnflar to tfiose fn the questionnaires. One by one has

been called in the inten'ieu. sessions. ln group or pair interview, it rniglrt be
difficult to identif.v who say whal or individual students may tend to
dorniuate the discussiou (Mohamrned Amin Embi 1996: Abdullah Hussein El-
Saleh El-Omari2002).

To analyze the collected data. several procedures have been followed.
ftrirst ,tf all, scoring the response of fhe rcspondents in the given
questionnaires, and interviews. Aftenvards. (RQ) is used to short' the
differences between male and female and language learning strategies.

The questionnaire use is Strateg.v Inventory for Language Learning
(SILI-.). The SILL is produced by Oxford 1990. Each statement has five
cltoices : l. Never or ahnost never true of me: 2. Cenerally not true of me: 3.
Sornewhaf frue of rne; 4. Generally true of nrc.' and 5. Alw'ay's or almost
alw-avs true of rne. The answer of the respondent has been scored as the
following. The choice I is scored 1,2is2.3 is 3,4 is 4, and 5 is 5. The SILL
consists of 6 parts (Part A, Part B, Part C. Part D. Part E, and Part E) rvith 50
statements. The surn of the rvherle parts is divided 50 in order to get the
avcrage of the respondent's response.

Tte descriptive stafistics has been used in order to get the central
tendency (mean. median. and rnode) of the response of the respondents in
using the category of language leaming stmtegies constructed in RQ 1

(memory strategies. cognitive stratep.ies. contpcnsation stratcgies.

t
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metacognitive strategies, affective strategies, and social shategies) (oxford
1990). The sarne statistics has also been used in analyzing tlrc respondents'
response in interviews.

Table 4.1 Dishibutions of Respondents by Gender

8l

No Gender uen
204
196
400

Percent
5l .0
49.0
t00.0

The findings displayed in Table 4.1 showed that nrale students who
involved in this research is I75 (45 Yo)and female students is 225 (55 yo)and
total ofrespondents are 400 students.

4.1 Language Learning Strategies Used based on Gender
Table shows that none of tlre fernale students show ary significant

mean scores compared to the male students who obtained significant scores in
Memory, cognitive. Metacognitive and Affective straregies. The male
leamers obtained mean scores of 3.25, 3,50, 4.05. and 3.71 fbr Memory.
cognitive. Metacognitive, and Aff-ective strategies respectively.
Compensation sfiategies and Social strategies shorv an almost identical mean
score for both sexes. fhe female students had mean scores of 3.20, and 3.23
respectively. rvhile the male students obtained mean scores of 3.lg and3.22
for compensation and Social Sffategies respectively. These results did not
rnatch those of oxford and Nyikos ( 1989) rvho discovered that female college
students contrasted rvith male students in their study of gender differences of
strategy use. The former use more compensation strategies.

Research by Oxford-et.al.,(1993).also found that female learners tend to
use more affective strategies than rnale learners. Green and oxford (1995)
also found that female students use nlore memory strategies than male
students, but show no difference in cognitive and compensation strategies.
The rcasons why the results in this study showed a different picture to the
previous research could be due to the population and their level proficienc,v in
English. For example in the case of Green and oxford (1995), the subjects
came from three different course levels, namely pre-basic, Basic. and the
Intermediate. Another factor rvhich could have influenced the results in their
study is that the researclr and the SILL test were given to tlre students in their
native language, rvhereas this study wab conducted in an Indonesian context in
which English is used as a fcrreign language. Apart from that. male students in
this study were assurned to have a better foundation for English than female

l.
2.

Male
Female

Total
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students because some of them lrave taken English courses before entering the

university.

Table 4.2 Language leaming Shateg,v" Used accordirrg to Gender

Strntegy
Catesories

Mean Score Total
Male Female

Memory 3.9003 3.9042 3.9022

Coonitive 3.8757 3.8659 3.8709

Compensation 3.8742 3.9039 3.8888

Metacosnitive 4.0120 3.9892 4.0008

Affective 4.0931 4.0910 4.0921

Social 3.9s42 3.9184 3.9346
Mear: score 3.93-9-s 3.9329 3.936.2

In this case the differences mean score between gender is not so

sigrrificant. from the table disptayed lte can see that in tnean score for male is

i.9003 and f'ernale students is 3.9042.In cognitive strategy male students got

-r.8757 and female students got 3.8659. In compensation strategl" male

students,eot 3. 8742 and female students got 3.9039. if we see nretacognitive

strategies mean score for male students is 4.0120 and female students is

3.9892 follorved by affective strategy- r,i,hich mean score for ntale students is

4.0911 and fernale students is 4.0910 and then folloured by social strategy

which male students got 3.9502 and female students is 3.9184.
Table 4.2 shorvs the mean strategy used for each of the six categories.

The means for the six strategy groups fell within the range of 3.13 to 3.92,
rvhich is classified by Oxford (1990a) as medium use. The metacognitive
strategies gathered the lrighest mean, followed by affective, cognitive. social

aud memory. Table.l.l4 presents tlrese findings.

Table 4.3 Rank Order of Usage in Each of the Six Strateg Categories

Strategy'
Catesories

Mean Standard
Deviation

Rank Order
Of usase

Me 3.9022 0.0521 Fourth

Cognitive 3.8709 0.0728 Secoud

Conrpensation 3.8888 0.0733 First

Metacoqnitive 4.0008 0.0579 Third
Affective 4.A921 0.0233 Fifth

Social 3.9346 0.01 88 Sixth

--_7[
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The findings show that the two categories with the highest means are
Compensation (mean of 3.88) and Cognitive (mean of 3.87). This indicates
that the students actively overview and link what they know with already
knorvn material, they also pay attention and delay speech production to focus
on listening. Students also tend to find out about language learning,
organizing, setting their goals and objectives, and seeking opportunities to
practice English with other studeuts. In tenns of affective strategies. they
attempt to lower their anxielv, encourage themselves to learn Engtish such as

making positive staternents. taking risks wisely and giving a reward or treat to
themselves rvhen they do well in English.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Variation of Language Learning Strategy by Category Use Based on
Gender

The ANOVA results as presented in Table 4.4 describe different patterns
of variatiorr accordingto gender in tlre learner's overall strategy use and their
use of the six strategy categories applied. The infonnation in Table 4.6
indicates that apart from Memory and Metacognitive strategies. there is no
significant difference in the use of LLS behveen nrale and female students in
each of the other four strategy categories. On the other hand, except in
Aflective and Social strategies, this finding together with the results for
Cognitive and Compensation strategies are similar to the findings of Green
and Oxford (1995). In their study. tlrere was a significant difference betn'een
nrale and fernale students in the use of Memory strategies, but no
difference in Cognitive and Compensation strategies. The results for
Metacognitive. Affective and Social strategies are the same in both studies,
namely there is a significant diffbrence by gender (see Table 4.5).

Table 4.5 Variation of Language.Learning Strateg-v by Category Use-based -
on Gender

83

Se.x N Mean
std.

Deviation
Std. Error

Mean
Language
Learning
Slrategies

Male
20,4 3.9395 .17769 .01244

Female
196 3.9329 .17328 .0r238

P< 0.05
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CONCLUSION AND T1UPLICATION
Based on the data, the gender distribution of the respondents who are

participated in the study is204 (51%) male students and 196 (49%) are female
students. The t-test results presented in Table 4.2 show that the rnean score for
ntale students w'as higher than the female students (significant level 0.05). It
revealed that the use of learning strategies among the students did not show
any significant difference behveen male and tbmale students. even though
tlrere is a significant difference betu'een gender and strategy categories in
terms of cognitive and compensation. metacognitive and social strategies. ln
general, there is no significant difference between gerrder and overall strateg.v
use. lt can not be said that this research stratery use is not dependent on
students' gender. This new finding supports the finding by Kim ( 1995). In the
Korean study, Kirn (1995) found thatthere is no sigrificant difference in the
strategy used by males and females of adult Korean ESL learners. In addition,
the study by Lee (1994) also found that there were no gender differences in
tlre stratery use of Korean high school and college students. although there
rvere differences for middle school as mentioned above. Oh (1996) asserted
that there was no relationship betrveen gender and the choice of strategies in
his stud.v for fishery college students in Pusan. According to him. both male
and female students *ere interested enouglr to take English as an'optimal
subject. Tlrerefore, learning strategies were used frequently regardless of
gender. This stron-e interest might dinrinish sex differences in the use of
lcarning strategies.
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